VisionMaster FT turning units with Winterization Heater Kits will enable Marine Navigation Radar turning units to operate in temperatures to -55°C.

The Winterization Heater is available as a field upgrade kit for X-Band and S-Band turning units for masthead and bulkhead.
Sperry Marine

Highlights

- A comprehensive solution enabling turning unit operation down to -55°C
- Uses standard ship power supply
- X-band and S-band Winterisation Heater Kits are fully Type Approved by the Russian Maritime Register of Shipping
- Easy installation & commissioning
- Self-regulating heating element
- Can be connected to a dedicated ship’s winterisation power supply

For more information, please contact:

**AMERICAS**
New Orleans, LA USA
Tel: +1 504-328-9171

**ASIA**
China, Shanghai
Tel: +86-21-5179-0199
Hong Kong, Sheung Wan
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Singapore
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Tel: +82-51-247-7455
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British Columbia, Vancouver
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Belgium, Antwerp
Tel: +32 (0)3233-1433
Denmark, Copenhagen
Tel: +45 (0)77-33-6633
Germany, Hamburg
Tel: +49 (0)40-299-000
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Tel: +31 (0)10-445-1600
Norway, Bergen
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United Kingdom, London
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